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                                                    Abstract 
In this thesis, a fully logic - compatible Gain - Cell (GC) based Dynamic - Random - Access (DRAM) with a storage  
capacity of 2048 bit is designed in UMC – 180 nm technology. The GC used is a two transistor PMOS (2PMOS) cell.  
This thesis aims at building the foundation for further research on the e ects of supply voltage scaling on retentionff  
time, leakage and power consumption. Different techniques are used to reduce leakage current for longer retention 
time and ultimately low power. Different types of decoders are analyzed for low power. First, general concepts of  
memories are presented. Furthermore, the topic of leakage and its e ect on retention time and power consumption isff  
introduced. Two memories are designed, first one is single port memory with improved retention time. Finally, a Two  
port memory with all peripherals, which consists of he GC array, Decoder, Drivers, Registers, Pulse generators is  
designed. All the simulations for voltage scaling and retention time are shown. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction 

Memory technology has been one of the most powerful driving forces in the advancement of solid state technology. 
[8] The Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) has the highest volume of all semiconductor products and is one 
of the most competitive in the semiconductor industry. [9] A primary objective in DRAM technology is to increase the  
per  area storage density while maintaining a su cient signal to noise ratio (SNR). DRAMs have developed from theffi  
earliest kilobit (kb) generation to the gigabit (Gb) generation through advances in both semiconductor process and 
circuit design technology. [8] Tremendous advances in process technology have dramatically reduced feature size,  
permitting ever higher levels of integration. [8] Many challenges arise, however, in the process of achieving such 
memories, as their devices and voltages are scaled below 100 nm and 1V, respectively. [10] Innovative circuits and 
devices  are  needed to  resolve  the  increasing  problems of  leakage  currents  when the  threshold  voltage  (Vth)  of  
MOSFETs  is  reduced  and  serious  variabilities  in  speed  and  leakage  occur.  [10]  The  semiconductor  memory  is 
generally classified according to the type of data storage and data access. Read/Write (R/W) memory must permit the  
modification (writing) of data bits stored in the memory array, as well as their retrieval (reading) on demand. The 
read/write memory is commonly called Random Access Memory (RAM), mostly due to historical reasons. Unlike  
sequential   access memories such as magnetic tapes, any cell can be accessed with nearly equal access time. The 
stored data is volatile; i.e., the stored data is lost, when the power supply voltage is turned o . Based on the operationff  
type of individual data storage cells, RAMs are classified into two main categories. Dynamic Random Access Memory 
(DRAM) and Static Random Access Memory (SRAM). [3]  An overview of semiconductor memories is show in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Overview of Semiconductor Memories



1.1 SRAM Memory

A memory circuit is said to be static if the stored data can be retained indefinitely (as long as su cient power supplyffi  
voltage is provided) without any need for a periodic refresh cycle. The data storage cell in a static RAM consists of a  
simple latch circuit with two stable operating points. Depending on the preserved state of the two - inverter latch  
circuit, the data being held in the memory cell will be interpreted either as a logic ’0’ or as a logic ’1’. [3] 

An SRAM cell is fully logic compatible, has high access (read/write) times and a low power consumption. On the  
other hand, the cell size is large compared to a DRAM cell. Because of low power consumption the SRAM is mostly  
used for cache memories in microprocessors or as a memory in hand  held devices. In Figure 2, a standard SRAM cell  
is presented. 

1.2 DRAM Memory 
The DRAM cell consists of a capacitor to store binary information, logic ’1’ or logic ’0’, and a transistor to access the  
capacitor. [3] Cell information is degraded mostly due to leakage currents at the storage node. Therefore, the cell data  
must be read and rewritten periodically (refresh operation) even when memory arrays are not accessed. With only one 
transistor and one capacitor a DRAM has the smallest silicon area of all the dynamic memory cells. However, its  
’read’ operation is destructive. Thus, a large cell capacitance is essential to improve signal development (voltage  
di erence) on the bit line, which limits the overall read operation as the chip operating voltage decreases. [3] In Figureff  
3, a standard 1T1C DRAM cell is presented. During write operation the WL is pulled high and the SN is charged with 
the voltage value of the BL. While reading, the BL is first precharged to a value of half the supply voltage. As soon as  
the WL is pulled high again, the value on the BL is disturbed by the charge on the SN. This di erence is detected by aff  
sensing amplifier (SA). The storage capacitor in the conventional DRAM cell is built either as a trench capacitor or as 
a stacked capacitor. Therefore, a DRAM memory can not be fabricated with standard CMOS technology, which is the 
cells greatest drawback. Its main advantage is the small cell size. A DRAM is mostly used for the main memory in  
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Figure 2: Standard SRAM Cell



personal computers. 

1.3 Gain - Cell Memory 

Gain Cell stores data on the gate capacitance of transistor instead of explicit capacitor. [11] This makes it fully logic  
compatible. It is called Gain cell because the stored data on the storage node amplifies the current through the SN  
transistor depending on the storage node value. SN value is also amplified as WL(read) goes high in Figure 4 due to  
capacitive coupling. There are different Gain Cells but the Gain Cell chosen is 2PMOS shown in Figure 5 which is  
fully logic compatible. 
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Figure 3: Standard 1T1C DRAM Cell

Figure 4: 2T1MOSCAP Gain - Cell



In 2PMOS Gain Cell, data is written on the SN(Storage Node) by pulling WWL to 0 keeping also RWL and RBL to 0 
and depending upon the level on WBL data '0' or '1' is transferred. During the read operation, WWL and WBL are set  
to 0 and RWL is pulled high, if data0 is stored  RBL will go high else it will remain at 0. All conditions during write  
and read operation are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5: 2PMOS Gain - Cell
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Figure 6: Bias of WWL, RWL and RBL During Write and Read Mode



Chapter 2

Leakage in CMOS Technologies 

Leakage is a very critical parameter that influences the retention time, power consumption and consequently the speed  
of the memory. In the following, three di erent types of leakage are discussed. In Figure 7 the afterwards discussedff  
leakage mechanisms are presented. Furthermore, techniques to reduce leakage are discussed. 

2.1 Gate Tunneling Current 

For nanometric technologies, tunneling currents become a major issue. These currents are also greatly enhanced when  
scaling down the technology. The high electric field in the gate oxide may cause tunneling currents through the gate 
by means of two mechanisms: direct tunneling or Fowler  Nordheim (FN) tunneling through the oxide bands. For the  
voltages and structures of modern MOSFETs, direct tunneling is the dominant component. FN tunneling typically 
appears when the oxide layer is thicker than 6 nm, and the applied field is higher than the electric field found at  
present day technologies. Thus, the FN tunneling current is negligible. The contribution to the leakage due to direct 
tunneling is given by [7] 

J G= j0 . Eox
2 . e−k.tox                                                                                                          (1)
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Figure 7: Leakage Mechanism



Temperature variations have a low impact on gate tunneling. [7] The tunneling leakage in current SiO2 dielectrics  
dominates in NMOS devices because PMOS devices have a higher barrier for hole.

 

k =
2.k 0

3
.
Φb

V G
.(1−(1−min [1,

V G

Φb
]))                                                                                       (2)

2.3 Gate Induced Drain Leakage Currents 

In some nanometric technologies, gate induced drain leakage (GIDL) current IGIDL may appear. Usually they appear  
at high power supply voltages. GIDL current of a NMOS transistor flow from the drain to the substrate. This is caused  
by the e ects of the high electric field region under the gate in the region of the drain overlap. In this region, pairff  
creation can occur.[7] Several mechanisms contribute to this current. These include thermal emission, trap assisted 
tunneling  and  band to  band tunneling.  The  expression  to  estimate  this  leakage  component  as  a  function  of  the 
longitudinal El and En components of the electrical field in the gate drain overlap area is 

I GIDL=Abl .W.E n . e
−Bb2

E n . E l . e
−Bb2

E l                                                                                             (3)

An increase in supply voltage implies an increase of the normal electric field and, therefore, an exponential increase of  
GIDL current.[7] GIDL currents may be especially important in buried channel devices. Experiments have shown that  
buried channel PMOS has higher GIDL current than the equivalent surface device for a given supply voltage GIDL 
may also be a limiting factor when applying leakage reduction techniques such as body bias control. [7] 

2.2 Subthreshold Leakage Currents 
When a gate voltage is lower than the threshold voltage and a voltage is applied between drain and source of a MOS 
transistor, a di usion current appears due to the di erent carrier concentrations at the inversion layer in source andff ff  
drain terminals. This current depends exponentially on gate to source voltage VGS and drain to source voltage VDS  
though the carrier concentrations. For an NMOS transistor the subthreshold current is given by

I SUBTH=μN . Cox .
W N

LN
.V t

2 . exp [
V GS−V th

n.V t
] .[1−exp(−

V DS

V t
)]                                                    (4)  

In short - channel transistors, VTH is further modified as a function of the channel length and the drain to source bias:  
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these are the so called short channel and drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) e ects. As the channel length isff  
reduced, however, these depletion regions occupy more space of the channel region. The depletion regions near the  
source and drain edges are shared with the channel. This e ect produces a reduction of the threshold voltage whenff  
decreasing channel length and, therefore, increases subthreshold current. The short channel e ect may be modeledff  
following the Phillips model by reducing the e ective threshold voltage as a function of the e ective channel lengthff ff  
Leff  [7] 

V TH (Leff )=
uL1

Leff
−

uL2

Leff
2                                                                                              

  
A temperature increase tends to increase the drain current through the threshold voltage variation and to decrease it  
through the mobility variation. At the subthreshold region, the decrease of the threshold voltage dominates. Therefore, 
increasing the temperature produces an exponential increase in subthreshold current. The temperature also e ects theff  
slope of the leakage current curves through thermal voltage. [7] 
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Chapter 3

Voltage Scaling and Leakage Reduction

This chapter explains the investigation of voltage scaling effects on leakage current and retention time. A technique is  
introduced to increase the retention time to make low power design.                                    

3.1 Basic Memory Cell

 The basic memory cell is presented in Figure 8. PMOS transistors are used to get less leakage for longer retention  
time, less refresh cycles and ultimately low power. Many analysis are carried out to improve the design for low power.

                                 

                                          

3.2 Voltage Scaling VS Retention Time

Retention time is the time during which data on the storage node can be read correctly. So first of all is to look upon 
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Figure 8: 2PMOS Gain - Cell



the effects of voltage scaling on retention time. Retention time is calculated by storing data0 and data1 on the storage 
node providing opposite data voltages on the WBL (Word Bit Line) to see the impact of leakage current specially sub-
threshold  leakage which is dominant in our case. Tiny circuit in Figure 9 gives the clear picture , capacitor is showing 
storage node capacitance. Retention time for  data0 is given in the graph below in Figure 9. It can be seen that as we  
go down for voltage, retention time for data0 becomes shorter. For 1.2 V, its 90 us and for 0.7 V its 26 us.

                                                            

Figure 10 shows the retention time vs voltage for storing data1 on storage node. For data1 as we go down for voltage,  

retention time gets longer which is an interesting and opposite scenario with respect to data0. Retention time for data1 

is 461 us for 1.2 V and 1 ms for 0.7 V.
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Figure 9: Retention Time Storage node0



 This can be further clarified by sub threshold conduction formula given as

I SUBTH=μN . Cox .
W N

LN
.V t

2 . exp [
V GS−V th

n.V t
] .[1−exp(−

V DS

V t
)]                                                   (6)

 where

   Vt = kT/q      ----------     k =1.38 x 10^-23 ,   q = 1.68 x 10^-19

   Cox = Eox/Tox  ---------- Eox = 3.97 x Eo => 3.97 x 10^-11 F/m  , Tox = 4.2 x 10^-9

Equation (6) shows that sub threshold current depends exponentially on VGS and VDS, VTH is threshold voltage and 

VT is thermal voltage, VT=kT/q. Sub threshold conduction becomes less as we decrease VDS shown below in 
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Figure 10: Retention Time Storage node1



Figure 11. This is the reason why retention time increases as we go down for voltage but why its not true for data0. As  
in case of data0 the source and drain terminals are interchanged so according to sub threshold formula, conduction for  
data0 should also be less and retention time should be increased. The reason is that as we scale our nominal voltage,  
the range for data0 becomes shorter which is shown in Table 2.

VDD[V] Data0 range (V) Data1 range (V)

1.2 V SN <V S
RT−V th

RT
V sn>0.712V →0.712V⋯1.2V

1 0.51 0.49

0.8 0.31 0.49

0.7 0.21 0.49

0.6  0.11 0.49

Table 2: Range data0 and data1
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Figure 11: Subthreshold Current vs VDS



Figure 12 clearly shows that retention time of data0 is very short as compared to data1 under the opposite WBL 
potential w.r.t. storage node assumption. From this analysis we can conclude that WBL (Word Bit Line) should be 
always set to zero in the ideal case to get longer overall retention time. In this case, we need to consider only the  
retention time for data1 as data0 will not be corrupted any more. But data0 in a given cell can be corrupted during  
writing data1 to another cell on the same WBL  but we could argue this that it will not be corrupted by considering  
very fast write operations w.r.t. the achieved retention time which will be shown later on. 
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Figure 12: Retention Time Storage node0 and Storage node1



3.2 Write Bit Line Effect

 Until now we could achieve the retention time of 1 ms by considering WBL always low during the idle state. In this  
section, the effect of different WBL voltages on retention time during the idle case is examined. Retention time can be  
further improved by setting a specified voltage level between ground and nominal supply voltage. WBL could also be  
set variable to get very long retention time but we should also take in to account the capacitance on WBL which will  
be charged and discharged in case of variable bit line voltages and could consume more power. So due to this reason,  
it is better to set bit line voltage at one level for low power.
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Figure 13: Voltage level on WBL during Idle State



All the plots with different WBL voltages during idle state with supply voltage scaling are given in Figure 13 and  

Figure 14. First plot of Figure 13 shows that retention time of 5 ms can be achieved by setting write bit line voltage to 

0.7 V at nominal supply of 1.2 V. And with nominal supply of 0.7 V, retention time is 3 ms with 0.2 V on the write bit  

line. It concludes that power can be saved too much as retention time increases to 3 ms at supply of 0.7 V.  
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Figure 14: Voltage Level on WBL During Idle State



3.2 Write Time of Storage Node

PMOS transistors are used so the storage node0 can not be written perfectly.  Figure 15 shows the 
different graphs for writing data0 and data1 vs voltage scaling. First three graphs of Figure 15 are 
simulated for writing data0 in the presence of data1 on storage node with out under drive, with under 
derive of -0.5 V and with under drive of -1 V respectively. Write time for data0 improves as we go 
down for voltage scaling and it increases for data1. This effect can be explained by looking the Table 1, 
the IDS current of WT (write transistor) becomes smaller with smaller VDD so it takes longer time to 
transfer data but in case of data0 range also becomes shorter with voltage scaling which is dominant 
factor so write time decreases with voltage scaling. 
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Figure 15: Write Access Time vs Under Drive Voltage on WWL



By all this discussion, we have an important conclusion stated as

Retention time increases with going down for voltage scaling assuming that WBL is kept at 0 V during the idle 

state.                                    

3.4 Voltage Scaling Limit

The supply is scaled down to get low power design but the question is how far we can go down ? where is the limit ?  
Consider Figure 8,  data0 from WBL to SN can be passed equal to the threshold voltage of Write Transistor and to  
read perfectly, supply voltage should be 

VDD>V th
WT+V th

RT                                                                                                      (7)

For PMOS to be turned on

V SG ∣V th∣                                                                                                           (8)

                  −V G>∣V th∣−V S
                                                                                                       (9)

                  V th
WT<V S−V th

RT                                                                                                         (10) 

Where 

                  

V th
WT<V S−V th

RT

  
So we can not go below 0.976 V. Lets see what will happen if we go down for 0.9 V.

Data0 on storage node  = V th
WT ⇒ 0.488V

To read data0 correctly, below equation should be fulfilled 

                

               V G<V S−V th
RT                                                                                                          (11)
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                  V th
WT<V S−V th

RT                                                                                                       (12) 

                 V SN <V S
RT−V th

RT                                                                                                       (13)

                                             0.488 < 0 .9 – 0.488

                                                  0.488  < 0 .412  ----------------- false

                      data0 cannot be read for VDD = 0.9V

From equation (7), we can say that supply voltage  can  be scaled by reducing threshold of read and write transistors. 

                       By giving under drive voltage, we can rewrite voltage scaling limit as

                VDD>V th
WT+V th

RT+V undr                                                                                          (14)

 Secondly , V th
RT might be reduced by using NMOS as read transistor.
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According to Figure 16 and Figure 17 if we increase our write time for data0, pure data0 can be written and for VDD 
= 0.7 V write access time would improve. So in this case our limit would be Vth of RT (Read Transistor) which is  
0.488 V. So

  data0 range :  V GV S−∣V th∣⇒V G0.7−0.4880⋯0.212V

  data1 range :  0.212V ⋯⋯ 0.7V

30

Figure 16: Writing Data0 on the Storage Node vs Underdrive



Considering data0 will not be corrupted, retention time vs voltage is given in Table 3
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Figure 17: Writing data0 on the Storage Node vs Underdrive



VDD[V] Retention time 

1.8 278 us

1.2 461 us

1 589 us

0.8 827 us

0.7 1 ms

Table 3: Retention Time vs Voltage Scaling
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Chapter 4

Single Port DRAM

4.1 Memory Array

A memory array is shown in the Figure 18.The memory size is 32x64 bits. One word to the memory is 
written by setting WWL low and data on WBL is transferred to the storage node. Data is read by first 
discharging RBL to ground and then pulling RWL high and sensing RBL. RBL raises up or remains  
zero depending on the storage node value. 32 Gain cells are attached on one RBL.  RBL cannot be 
charged to VDD. As shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20, leakage and active current will flow from RBL 
to the  unselected RWLs. RBL need to be charged up to the threshold voltage of the sense inverter.
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Figure 18: Memory Array
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Figure 19: Single Column of Memory 



In Figure  21,  output of the inverter on RBL (Read Bit Line)  for VDD = 0.7 V is shown

If  

       Voltage on RBL <= 0.3V then  output = 1

else if

       Voltage on RBL >= 0.35V  then  output = 0

36

Figure 20: Reading data0
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Figure 21: VTC of Read Inverter



4.2 Design Architecture

The complete memory architecture is given in Figure 22. It includes precharge discharge decoder , control to write the  
memory, read write select, under drive (charge pump) and driver. All these parts are explained below. As main goal of  
this project is to design a low power memory a low supply voltage  of 0.7 V is chosen. We have discussed in the  
previous chapter that as we reduce voltage, data1 decays slowly and data0 gets corrupted more easily.  Design will be  
implemented looking upon data1 retention time considering data0 retention time far longer than data1 (main focus).  
So considering WBL at 0 V during the idle state helps to increase the retention time but with few assumptions like 
memory should be read after writing the whole memory, or memory has less write accesses and very long idle time.  
By assuming that idle time and read access time are far greater than write access time, data0 can be retained for very 
long time and only data1 will be considered for retention time, which is 1 ms at 0.7 V.

Due to these assumptions, memory is not attractive and reliable. An idea here is to design the memory with some  
voltage  level  on  WBL during  the  idle  case  which  would  be  even  worser  for  data0.  Considering  more  strict 
assumptions data0 can be retained for very long time with an increased retention time for data1.

Design Architecture with supply of 0.7 V with WBL at 0.2 V during the idle and read time is chosen having guarantee 
that it will work without any assumption. Control circuit is used to overcome the problems mentioned above.
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Figure 22: Single Port DRAM Design Architecture
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4.3 Control circuit

Control circuit is used to enable the write signal for very short time of the whole clock cycle in which the data can be  
written perfectly and rest of clock cycle time can be considered idle. Write access time for one word is 16 ns and read  
access time is 300 ns so having single clock of 300 ns for our design. Out of 300 ns only 16 ns is used for write and  
for rest of time WBL is set to 0.2 V. In this way, data0 can be retained for ever with retention time of data1 equal to  
3.5 ms.

A glitch circuit is used to produce write clock. It generates pulse at every positive edge with small delay. Glitch circuit  
diagram is given in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Pulse Generator



 There is only one AND gate in the basic circuit diagram, but to increase the delay of pulse, second AND gate is  
added. At every positive clock edge pulse of 3 ns is generated to precharge the decoder. Depending on the decoder  
address, one decoder line will be charged. Cadence waveform for pulse generator is given in Figure 24. Once the 
decoder line is charged (precharge phase), evaluation phase will start. Evaluation phase is set to 7 ns by giving a 
discharge pulse to pull the decoder line down to ground (off). So 10 ns(3+7) is taken to write the word (write access  
time). After this  time, WBL is set to 0.2 V which will remain at this voltage until the next clock cycle. Discharge 
pulse is given by using two more glitch generators after the first one. The discharge pulse is given in Figure 25 (pink  
wave). Three glitch generators are used for this purpose.
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Figure 24: Pulse on Positive Clock Edge



                                                  

In Figure 26, outputs from three Glitch generators are given which can be used to control the WBL line. These three  
pulses are given to the sub_control part to generate pulse equal to the sum of three glitch pulses and during this time 
WBL is connected to the data input line. Otherwise it is connected to 0.2 V.  Control part for this is given in Figure 27.
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Figure 25: Precharge and Discharge Pulses for Write Address Decoder
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Figure 26: Required Pulses for Write Address Decoder 



Glitch4 pulse is used to fill the gap between glitch1 and glitch2 pulse in order to generate correct output.  During the  
output waveform wrt_cnt  low, WBL is connected to input data otherwise to 0.2 V. wrt_cnt waveform from Cadence  
simulation is given in Figure 28. All the required signals from the control circuit are given during the write time.  
Normal clock is given during the read access time. Transmission gates are used to pass required clock to the decoder  
during read and write time. Complete circuit diagram of control part is given in Figure 29.
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Figure 27: Control Signal to Switch WBL to the Ideal case after write
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Figure 28: Control Signal to Switch WBL to the Ideal case after write



 4.4 Decoder   
Decoder is used to generate one hot code for the memory. Many decoder designs are investigated to chose the suitable  
one. Initially, digital decoder was use implemented in vhdl and by following the top down methodology, the design is  
imported into Cadence. However the problem with this decoder is the overlapping of write access pulses between two 
consecutive words due to different path delays. Even if this problem is solved, write pulses of two consecutive words 
should not change sharply at one time, there should be short gap between them in order to make it more accurate and 
reliable. So decoder design is shifted to an analog decoder to remove this problem.
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Figure 29: Control circuit complete circuit diagram



4.4.1 NOR Decoder

A two input NOR decoder is given in Figure 30. During the precharge phaseall the lines are precharged to VDD and  
during the evaluate phase, all lines are pulled down except the selected one. 

Due to two phases every write cycle is well separated from the other so the problem which was mentioned in the  
previous section is solved.
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Figure 30: NOR Decoder



                                                           

4.4.2 NAND Decoder 

A two input NAND decoder is shown in Figure 31. During the precharge phase, all the lines are charged to VDD.  
During evaluate phase selected line is discharged to ground and all unselected lines remained at VDD.

                               

                                                           

4.4.3 Low Power AND-NOR Decoder

Figure 32 shows the AND-NOR decoder.  NOR decoder charges all bit lines but the AND-NOR decoder selectively 
charges bit lines depending on the two most significant bits. In this way, a lot of power can be saved. Tmsb transistors  
in the figure below are also used in this design because if only most significant bits change, it should be discharged.  
Like if address goes from 000 ---> 1100 ---> 1000.           
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Figure 31: NAND decoder



But this architecture is not suitable for our design as supply voltage of our design is 0.7 V. At this low voltage it is  
hard to charge the bit line in short time due to two more transistors in series. If we use this design there is a need for  
more Glitch generators to increase the precharging time. This design could be very suitable with supply of 1.2 V 
which is presented in the paper.[11] Another memory with supply of 1.2 V can be designed by the same method of  
setting WBL at some voltage level during the idle and read state with retention time of 5 ms (presented in chapter 3).

4.4.4 Low Power Sense-Amp Decoder 

In Sense-Amp decoder, bit lines are also selectively charged as in the AND-NOR decoder. A sense amplifier is used to 
further reduce the power by not charging the bit line up to VDD. Bit lines are partially charged during the precharge  
state and during evaluate stage a selective line is sensed by sense amplifier that charges it to VDD. The other lines are 
discharged from partial charged state and rest of lines are inactive. A discharge phase is also used to first discharge all  
bit lines. This decoder is suitable for very fast decoding because of very short discharge-precharge-evaluate time of  
180 ps but again it is not very suitable for 0.7 V supply. This whole mechanism was presented in a paper [11] for 1.2  
V with 90 nm technology. In our case, it is hard to charge the capacitances of a bit line at a supply voltage of 0.7 V in 
the 180 nm technology.
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Figure 32: Low Power AND-NOR decoder



                                          

4.4.5 Discharge NOR Decoder 

A NOR decoder with an extra Discharge transistor is used to make it suitable for our selected design. No low power  
technique is used but supply voltage is set to 0.7 V for this decoder which could be considered as low power decoder  
comparable with the others discussed above. A single line decoder for address 0 is given in Figure 34.
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Figure 33: Low Power Sense Amplifier Decoder



All the word lines are first charged to VDD during the precharge phase and then all address lines are discharged to  
ground except the selected one. The discharge transistor becomes active only during the write access time of the  
memory. It was concluded that write time is 10 ns and read time is 300 ns for our memory. Keeping in mind the idea  
of  that very short write time can be implemented by this extra discharge transistor, which will discharge the word line  
after 10 ns means decoder will be off. Externally, there is only one clock and all the addresses to the decoder are given  
at the positive edge of clock both for read and write. Having control unit [section 4.3]  this decoder [Figure 34], 
retention time of more of than 3.5 ms is attained. 

4.5 Charge Pump

A charge pump is used to generate new voltage from the supply voltage. For our design we need an under drive  
voltage of -500 mV to write pure data0 on the storage node. 

4.6 H-Bridge Charge Pump Topology

Different charge pumps are given in the Figures below for generating different voltage levels from the supply voltage.  
Figure 35 shows a charge pump for negative voltage of the supply. Figure 36 shows a charge pump for half voltage of  
supply and Figure 37 shows a charge pump for double voltage.
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Figure 34: Discharge NOR Decoder
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Figure 35: Charge Pump for Negative Voltage
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Figure 36: Charge Pump  for Half Voltage



                                                           

4.7 Temperature Effect

Retention time at normal temperature of 27 Celsius is more than 3.5 ms for data1 and infinite for data0 in this design.  
At temperature of 85 Celsius, it is a bit interesting that retention time for data1 is almost same as it was at 27 Celsius  
but data0 becomes corrupted very quickly has a retention time of 150 us.  Even though WBL is at 200 mV, the storage  
node gets up above 200 mV. The reason is PN-junction leakage currents. Junction current increases significantly with 
temperature. Figure 38 and   Figure 39 show the data0 and data1 at 27 Celsius  and 85 Celsius, respectively.
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Figure 37: Charge Pump for Double Voltage
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Figure 38: Retention time at Temperature of  27 Celsius



                                                        

4.8 Energy Calculation

Energy is calculated by putting this formula into Cadence calculator given as

Energy=(integ(IT("/V11/PLUS") 3.99e-07 4.4e-07) * 0.7)

One word of 64 bits is written. All the transitions of four signals clock, WWL, WBL, storage node are taken for power 
calculation. 

The time taken by writing one word of data1 on address 1 consumes power given as

 Energy per word for data1 = 1.44 pJ

 Energy per bit  for data1    = 1.44/64  p J=> 22.5 fJ
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Figure 39: Retention time at Temperature of 85 Celsius



                                         

The time taken by writing one word of data0 on address2 consumes power given as:

Energy per word for data0= 659 fJ

Energy per bit  for data0    = 659/64  fJ=> 10 fJ

Data0 transitions are given in the Figure 41.
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Figure 40: Transitions  for Writing data1 in the Memory
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Figure 41: Transitions for Writing  data0 in the Memory



Chapter 5

Two Port DRAM

5.1 Introduction

In our memory cell there are separate read and write ports so it can be used as two port memory. Read and write can  
be performed parallely. A two port memory is designed using less hardware as compared to the one port memory in  
chapter 4. The reason is that enable circuits are not used, which consists of 32 NAND and 32 AND gates. Instead of  
these circuits, a second decoder is used. A complete block diagram of two port DRAM is given in Figure 42. All the  
voltages are supposed to be given by the outside source to ensure the  chip should work. Required voltages are 0.7 V ,  
0.2 V and -0.5 V.
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5.2 NAND Gate                      
A gated clock is used to disable read and write circuits when read and write enable signals are low. Basic purpose of  
this NAND gate is to set WWL (Write Word Line) and RWL (Read Word Line) equal to 1 and 0 during the idle case,  
receptively.  

5.3 Pulse Generator

Three pulse generators are used which generate positive and negative pulse on the rising edge of input clock. The 
purpose of  the pulse generators is to fetch address at the positive edge of clock and then disconnect from input  
address line, which dynamically keeps the data stable for the whole clock  cycle. Two pulse generators are used in 
read circuit. First pulse generator generates a pulse to set RBL (Read Bit Line) to ground before reading the memory  
array. Second Pulse generator generates pulses which are used as control signals for a transmission gate to sample the  
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Figure 42: Two Port DRAM Design Architecture



address for the whole clock cycle. A low level pulse from the second pulse generator is also used to precharge the read 
decoder. This pulse is used to precharge the read decoder instead of using a low level phase of the clock to make the  
read access time shorter as the  decoder takes very short time to precharge. 

5.4 Transmission Gate

Pulses from the pulse generators are given to transmission gates as control signals to switch on the transmission gate  
for a short time enough to fetch addresses and data.

5.5 NAND Decoder 

A NAND decoder is used instead of NOR decoder to make our design low power. In a NAND decoder all the word  
lines are charged to VDD during the precharge phase and then one selected line is discharged to ground during the  
evaluate phase. There are some disadvantages of NAND decoder, Its evaluate time is longer than the evaluate time of  
a NOR decoder, which directly specifies the speed of the design. This is due to a long path to pull down the selected 
line. A second problem is sometimes if few transistors are on on the unselected line, it reduces the line voltage down 
from VDD to VDD-VX.  But overall, this decoder is suitable for low power. To avoid short circuit current one extra  
transistor is used in the path which turns off during the precharge phase meaning there is no short path to ground in  
case if all transistors in the path are on. This is shown in Figure 43. Only one extra transistor is required to avoid short  
current. 
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The Act_high block is used after the NAND decoder in the read part. It is used to convert the output of decoder to  
active high for reading memory. LL_RWL (Low level read word line) is an input to this block which is set to 200 mV. 
It keeps unselected RWL (Read Word Line) at 200 mV instead of 0 to read the memory in a better way by avoiding  
more leakage and active current flow to the unselected RWL.

5.6 Level Shifter

A level shifter is used to shift the level from 0V --- 0.7V to -0.5V --- 0.7V. The level shifter is shown in Figure 44. The  
Cadence circuit diagram is shown in Figure 45. The four transistors shown in Figure 45 are Low Voltage Transistors  
which are available in 180 nm technology. Normal transistors do not work for this level shifter at a supply of 0.7V.
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Figure 43: NAND Decoder Without Short Circuit Current
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Figure 44: Level Shifter for Negative Voltage



                                                                                  

5.7 Simulation Results

The simulation result for writing memory is given in Figure 46. CLK_WR is the input clock for the write part.  
Ctrl_sig_reg signals are used to sample input address and Pre_eval is the input clock to the NAND decoder for  
precharge and evaluate phases. 
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Figure 45: Cadence Diagram Level Shifter for Negative Voltage 



                                                                       

Figure 47 shows the simulation results for the read part. CLK_RD is a clock for reading memory. Ctrl_sig_reg signals  
are control signals for sampling input address for the NAND decoder. Pre_eval is input to the NAND decoder for  
precharge and evaluate phases. Dis_RBL is used to dischare RBL before read.
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Figure 46: Simulation Waveforms for Writing the Memory



 

  Setup and Hold time for writing and reading to the DRAM is given in Figure 48 and Figure 49 respectively.
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Figure 47: Simulations Waveform for Reading the Memory
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 Figure 48: Setup and Hold Time for Write Address and Data

Figure 49: Setup and Hold Time for Read Address



                                            

5.8 Energy Calculations 

The energy calculations are given below. Here we have read energy more than the write energy because 
during the read operation, a big capacitance is charged attached to the RBL (Read Bit Line).

   Write energy for whole memory=41.5pJ

   Write energy for one word =41.5/32pJ=>1.29pJ

   Write energy for one bit =1.29/64=>20.6fJ

   Read  energy  per  bit= 48fJ

5.9 Testing

Testing is done by using stimuli in Matlab and ocean script code. Input data and addresses are written 
into a text file. This text file is then read by the Cadence as the input to the memory. Output of the 
memory is written into the text file by using oceanscript which is then read back into Matlab. Input and 
output files are compared and result is written into Results.txt.
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Figure 50: Test Procedure



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, Gain cells are designed for low power. Different Gain Cells are discussed and a 2PMOS Gain Cell is  
chosen which is suitable for low power. Voltage scaling is done to find optimum supply voltage with good retention 
time. A supply of 700 mV  with retention time of 1 ms is achieved in the simplest case. Then different WBL (Write Bit  
Line) voltages technique is applied to get retention time of more than 3.5 ms at supply of 700 mV. Different decoders  
are investigated for low power and NAND decoder is chosen. Finally, A two Port DRAM is designed where read and  
write can be done concurrently and the retention time can be specified on the statistics of data which will be written in 
the memory.   
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